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CPUSA Staging “March to End Fossil Fuels” on
Constitution Day

endfossilfuels.us

We are fast approaching an important
anniversary in our nation’s history.
September 17 is Constitution Day, on which
we celebrate the formal establishment of the
United States of America in 1787. Our
Founding Fathers instituted an extremely
limited federal government, and as a result,
for more than two centuries, our
Constitution has been in the crosshairs of
those who want to enslave us under a
tyrannical one-world government.

Perhaps that is why the Communist Party
USA (CPUSA) chose September 17 this year
to stage its upcoming “March to End Fossil
Fuels.” The event will be held in New York
City by those claiming that they “deserve a
fossil free future.” While it might be true
that people who do not appreciate the
benefits of fossil fuels also do not deserve to
reap those benefits, the CPUSA website also
claims erroneously that “President Biden has
the power to stop [producers] by putting an
end to the expansion of fossil fuels.”

On the contrary, Article II of our Constitution restrains executive power within limited parameters.
Here is Alan Scholl of Freedom Project Media explaining what the law says about the presidency:

Sections 2 and 3 of Article II define the duties and responsibilities of the executive branch,
which include Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces, if we are at war as declared by
Congress…. Other duties of the president include granting pardons to convicted criminals,
reporting to Congress on the condition of the country, and the main duty to see that laws
are faithfully executed.

Of course, many presidents have ignored these restrictions and have usurped powers that the Bill of
Rights reserves to the States or to the people. The vast majority is now so accustomed to the nanny
state that they likely believe President Biden does indeed have the power to restrict fossil fuels.

Additionally, with a constant barrage of brainwashing from mainstream media, they’re also primed to
panic from propaganda like this, spewed at the CPUSA website: “This summer of record-breaking
heatwaves and toxic wildfire smoke makes it clear: pollution from oil, gas and coal is deadly.”

The political motivation of such a statement is laughable, especially considering that the U.S. National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) predicted last year that this summer would witness
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record-breaking temperatures. The agency did not attribute this to climate change, but to a submarine
volcanic eruption in the South Pacific, which “blasted an unprecedented amount of water into the
stratosphere.” As The New American has reported, this increased the amount of water vapor — nature’s
most potent greenhouse gas — in that atmospheric layer by 13 percent. At the time, NASA warned that
the event “could end up temporarily warming Earth’s surface” until “the extra water vapor cycles out of
the atmosphere” — which it said might take several years.

As for uncontrollable wildfires, we’ve known for decades that it is leftist eco policies, not climate
change, sending forests up in smoke. A 1999 U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) study
entitled “Catastrophic Wildfire Threats” warned that “’39 million acres on national forests in the
interior West are at high risk of catastrophic wildfire’ due to unnatural and excessive tree density,
massive buildup of undergrowth, disease and insect infestation.”

How did those conditions come about? Environmental scientist Dr. Bob Zybach told the Daily Caller to
blame the Clinton administration and its 1994 plan to restrict logging in order to save old trees and
spotted owls. “Mostly fuels were removed through logging, active management — which they stopped
— and grazing,” Zybach recalled. “You take away logging, grazing and maintenance, and you get
firebombs.”

Nevertheless, CPUSA continues its relentless march toward eco-anarchy with its demands that Biden
stop permitting fossil-fuel projects and drilling, declare a climate emergency, and transition to a so-
called renewable energy future.

Of course, CPUSA does not invoke the U.S. Constitution in defense of its demands. Instead, it appeals to
the United Nations, and that sovereignty-eroding behemoth’s upcoming Climate Ambition Summit 2023,
also scheduled in New York at the UN Headquarters just a few days after the CPUSA March.
Announcing the event, UN Secretary-General António Guterres said:

Now must be the time for ambition and action. I look forward to welcoming first movers and
doers at my Climate Ambition Summit in September. The world is watching — and the
planet can’t wait.

We’ll never be able to say we weren’t warned.
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